



























                                                      
3 Lactate is then released into the intercellular matrix where, through the Cori Cycle, it is 
transported back to the liver and resynthesized to glucose, at considerable expense of ATP that is 
procured from normal oxidative metabolism in healthy cells.  
4 In addition to glucose metabolism, glutamine metabolism is altered, providing access to needed 







                                                      
5 The control of phosphofructokinase by ATP had been discovered independently as a result of 
discovery of oscillations in the concentrations of NAD+ and other intermediates and 
determination that these oscillations resulted from the feedback of ATP on the mechanism 
(Ghosh and Chance 1964). 
forwards	and	backwards	(Craver	and	Darden	2013)	to	identify	operations	in	the	control	mechanisms.	Researchers	attempted	to	organize	these	operations	into	pathways	characterized	by	sequences	of	reactions	and	then	to	link	these	pathways	to	flexible	constraints	in	primary	mechanisms.	But	this	research	also	reveals	that	these	pathways	interconnect.	Although	Figures	1-3	show	pathways,	they	also	reveal	numerous	points	of	connection.	If	one	follows	these	out,	it	becomes	apparent	that	in	fact	the	control	systems	are	not	independent	but	integrated	into	a	single	network.	In	this	section	I	will	note	a	couple	of	these	points	of	integration	and	then	demonstrate	how	network	analyses	are	now	playing	crucial	roles	in	advancing	the	understanding	of	both	cancer	and	control	in	normal	cells.			Above	I	focused	on	the	roles	mutated	Ras	proteins	play	in	promoting	proliferation,	but	they	also	regulate	many	other	mechanisms	responsible	for	hallmarks	of	cancer.	When	the	signal	they	produce	is	too	strong,	apoptosis	is	induced	by	activating	Rb	and	TP53.	In	addition,	Ras	proteins,	as	well	as	other	oncogenes,	up	regulate	GLUT1	(Murakami	et	al.	1992),	thereby	increasing	glycolysis.	Ras	proteins	also	figure	in	the	key	alternative	pathways	in	glycolysis—in	the	pentose	phosphate	pathway,	they	up	regulate	two	key	enzymes,	transketolase-like	1	(TKTL1)	and	transaldolase	(TALDO).	These	enzymes	are	in	turn	suppressed	by	TP53,	so	when	Ras	proteins	are	sufficiently	active	so	as	to	activate	TP53,	it	down-regulates	these	enzymes.	Thus,	Ras	proteins	are	implicated	in	proliferation,	apoptosis,	and	altered	metabolism.			HIF-1	also	figures	in	control	of	many	cell	mechanisms.	Above	I	only	addressed	the	pathways	on	the	left	side	of	Figure	2	through	which	HIF-1	operates	to	control	glycolysis.	But	the	figure	also	indicates	that	HIF-1	plays	a	role	in	regulating	vascular	endothelial	growth	factor	(VEGF),	which	encodes	ligands	that	control	new	blood	vessel	growth	during	embryonic	and	postnatal	development	and	is	up-regulated	in	hypoxia	and	cancer	(Ferrara	2009).	Thus,	it	also	helps	explain	the	hallmark	of	angiogenesis.	Angiogenesis	is	also	controlled	by	lactate	resulting	from	the	altered	control	HIF-1	exerts	over	glycolysis	in	cancer	cells	(Végran	et	al.	2011).	Finally,	HIF-1	up-regulates	erythropoietin	(EPO),	which	stimulates	production	of	red	blood	cells.	By	controlling	these	two	processes,	HIF-1	functions	to	increase	oxygen	and	nutrient	delivery	beyond	what	is	required	in	normal	cell	function.	This	research	has	revealed	that	HIF-1	performs	control	operations	with	respect	to	a	diverse	range	of	cell	mechanisms.			Yet	another	example	in	which	research	has	pointed	to	the	interaction	of	control	processes	is	provided	by	the	protein	subunit	of	telomeres,	telomere	reverse	transcriptase	(TERT).	In	addition	to	its	role	in	adding	telomeres	and	thus	defeating	the	Hayflick	limit	on	cell	replication,	noted	above,	TERT	also	functions	as	a	cofactor	of	β-catenin/LEF	transcription	factor	complex	that	figures	in	the	Wnt	pathway	(not	discussed	above	but	shown	in	the	upper	left	of	Figure	1).	The	Wnt	pathway	is	important	in	regulating	the	cell	cycle	as	it	activates	replication	in	stem	cells	(Park	et	al.	2009;	Bryja,	Červenka,	and	Čajánek	2017).	TERT	has	also	been	shown	to	have	effects	on	regulating	apoptosis	(Kang	et	al.	2004)	and	DNA-damage	repair	(Masutomi	et	al.	2005).		These	various	findings	illustrate	something	that	is	already	apparent	in	Figure	1:	the	different	pathways	involved	in	control	of	cell	processes	are	not	independent,	but	interact	at	
numerous	points.	Although	the	notion	of	pathway	plays	an	important	role	when	tracing	out	the	individual	steps	in	specific	control	mechanisms,	it	does	not	provide	the	best	way	to	understand	these	interactions.	Conceptualizing	control	in	terms	of	networks	provides	an	alternative	framework	that	is	increasingly	being	employed	in	cancer	research	to	understand	control	systems	that	are	operative	in	both	cancer	and	normal	cells.	Network	diagrams	consist	of	nodes	and	edges,	in	which	nodes	stand	for	various	kinds	of	entities	(genes,	proteins,	etc.)	and	edges	for	various	types	of	interactions	between	nodes.	Pathway	analyses	can	be	transformed	into	network	diagrams	by	abstracting	from	specific	details	(Figure	1	effectively	does	that),	but	there	are	other	strategies	for	constructing	network	models	that	can	yield	additional	insights	into	control	systems.			Researchers	working	on	model	organisms	such	as	yeast	have	created	network	diagrams	based	on	a	variety	of	types	of	gene	and	protein	interaction	data.	For	example,	the	yeast	two-hybrid	technique	reveals	which	proteins	in	a	cell	are	able	to	form	complexes	whereas	investigations	of	synthetic	lethality	indicate	genes	that	interact	in	the	generation	of	traits.	In	Bechtel	(2017,	in	press)	I	have	shown	how	analyses	of	these	networks	have	provided	new	insights	into	the	mechanisms	involved	in	yeast	cells.6	Similar	data	is	now	being	generated	for	human	cells,	but	in	the	meantime	investigators	have	also	found	it	productive	to	predict	gene	and	protein	interactions	on	the	basis	of	homology	between	model	organisms	and	humans.	These	networks	alone	do	not	provide	information	about	where	proteins	are	expressed	in	cells	or	the	biological	processes	to	which	they	contribute,	crucial	for	a	mechanistic	understanding.	However,	network	researchers	have	developed	strategies	for	annotating	these	networks	with	this	type	of	information	using	resources	such	as	Gene	Ontology	(GO)	(Ashburner	et	al.	2000).7			Given	the	number	of	interactions	between	genes	and	proteins	that	these	techniques	reveal,	the	resulting	network	diagrams	initially	appear	as	hairballs	in	which	no	interpretable	patterns	can	be	identified.	Network	researchers	have	developed	a	number	of	analytical	tools,	available	in	network	representation	platforms	such	as	Cytoscape	(Shannon	et	al.	2003),	to	make	sense	of	networks.	A	particularly	useful	type	of	analysis	that	Cytoscape	facilitates	is	identifying	clusters	in	networks—sets	of	nodes	that	are	especially	densely	interconnected.	Network	researchers	often	interpret	dense	clusters	of	highly	interconnected	nodes	in	protein-protein	interaction	networks	as	mechanisms	engaged	in	particular	tasks	whereas	connections	between	these	modules	are	interpreted	as	vehicles	of	control.	Other	tools	in	Cytoscape	that	help	turn	hairballs	into	interpretable	networks	are	layout	algorithms	(such	as	force-based	ones	that	treat	edges	like	springs,	pulling	connected	nodes	situated	far	from	each	other	together	and	pushing	those	very	close	to	each	other	slightly	apart)	and	filtering	tools	to	look	selectively	at	particular	nodes	and	edges.			
                                                      
6 There is disagreement as to whether network analyses complement (Matthiessen 2017) or 
compete with (Braillard 2010) mechanistic accounts. In Green et al. (2018), we discuss a range 
of examples of network analyses, ranging from those that integrate with mechanistic accounts to 
those that abstract from concrete mechanisms to focus on dynamics. 
7 For a philosophical examination of the classification scheme employed in GO, see Leonelli 
(2010). 
I	will	present	one	example	in	which	researchers	extended	a	pathway	analysis	into	a	network	analysis.	From	Reactome,	a	database	of	pathways,	and	a	variety	of	resources	providing	protein	and	gene	interaction	data,	Wu,	Feng,	and	Stein	(2010)	developed	a	large	network	of	10,956	proteins	and	209,988	interactions,	which	they	termed	the	Functional	Interaction	(FI)	network.	They	used	this	network	to	interpret	glioblastoma	data	compiled	in	The	Cancer	Genome	Atlas’s	characterization	of	206	glioblastomas	(Cancer	Genome	Atlas	Research	Network	2008).	The	researchers	identified	those	proteins	in	FI	that	corresponded	to	genes	identified	as	mutated	in	at	least	two	TCGA	samples.	They	then	included	the	fewest	additional	proteins	in	FI	to	create	a	connected	network	including	at	least	70%	of	these	altered	genes.	They	proposed	that	the	resulting	network,	shown	in	Figure	4,	is	the	core	subnetwork	of	mutations	in	glioblastoma.	Since	they	had	begun	with	a	pathway	analysis	from	Reactome,	they	were	able	to	identify	those	proteins	in	their	proposed	core	subnetwork	that	belonged	to	four	pathways—p53,	focal	adhesion,	signaling	by	PDGF,	and		
	Figure	4.	Core	subnetwork	Wu,	Feng,	and	Stein	extracted	from	TCGA	glioblastoma	data	with	identification	of	genes	in	four	pathways	shown	in	shaded	regions.	The	color	of	the	nodes	indicates	genes	shared	in	another	sample	of	glioblastoma	tumors	(yellow)	or	not	shared	(blue).	Red	indicates	those	nodes	added	to	connect	the	network.	Node	size	indicates	frequency	of	mutation	in	TCGA	sample.	This	appears	as	Figure	8A	in	Wu,	Feng,	and	Stein	(2010)	and	is	reprinted	from	BioMed	Central	under	the	Creative	Commons	Attribution	(CC-BY)	license.		
cell	cycle	pathways.	These	are	shown	in	shading	in	Figure	4.	The	figure	reveals	both	that	many	of	the	proteins	in	the	network	belong	to	these	four	pathways	and	also	that	these	pathways	are	highly	intertwined.		Network	analyses	go	beyond	the	pathway	analyses	in	revealing	the	interconnected	nature	of	the	control	mechanisms	operative	in	normal	cells	and	disrupted	in	cancer.	In	particular,	they	provide	a	strategy	to	avoid	thinking	of	control	in	purely	hierarchical	terms,	with	controllers	residing	at	a	higher	level	than	the	processes	they	control.	As	noted	above,	in	human-made	machines,	control	processes	are	organized	hierarchically	to	enable	human	operators	to	determine	the	activity	of	the	machine.	But	in	biological	organisms,	control	mechanisms	generally	terminate	within	the	organism.	Different	components	of	the	organism	initiate	control	processes	that	regulate	other	components,	but	this	does	not	lead	to	a	top-level	controller	overseeing	the	whole	operation.	Instead,	the	research	reveals	a	network	in	which	multiple	control	mechanisms	are	embedded	and	through	which	they	interact.	As	a	result	of	their	interactions,	when	a	gene	is	mutated,	as	in	cancer,	it	does	not	alter	the	behavior	of	just	one	primary	mechanism,	but	often	a	wide	range	(giving	rise	to	the	multiple	hallmarks	of	cancer	discussed	above).		
7.	Conclusions		I	have	presented	a	range	of	examples	of	research	on	cancer	as	a	way	to	make	clear	how	complex	the	control	processes	operating	on	mechanisms	in	living	cells	are.	The	hallmarks	of	cancer	identified	by	Hanahan	and	Weinberg	all	involve	altered	deployments	of	primary	mechanisms	that	figure	in	normal	cell	life.	Altered	deployment	results	from	changes	in	control	mechanisms	that	determine	when	these	various	primary	mechanisms	operate.	These	control	mechanisms	are	productively	analyzed	in	terms	of	pathways	consisting	of	components	that	act	sequentially	on	each	other.	But,	as	I	have	tried	to	illustrate,	these	pathways	often	interact	with	one	another,	constituting	networks.	In	addition	to	the	primary	mechanisms	that	are	responsible	for	phenomena	such	as	energy	procurement	and	protein	synthesis,	cells	contain	complex	networks	of	control	mechanisms	that	operate	on	flexible	constraints	in	the	primary	mechanisms.	Changes	in	control	mechanisms	result	in	the	redeployment	of	the	primary	mechanisms	to	maintain	the	altered	life	of	a	cancer	cell.			Philosophical	accounts	of	biological	mechanisms	have	not	emphasized	control,	instead	treating	mechanisms	as	operating	whenever	their	start-up	conditions	are	realized	(Machamer,	Darden,	and	Craver	2000).	In	this	paper	I	have	advanced	a	perspective	in	which	the	parts	and	operations	of	mechanisms	provide	constraints	that	direct	the	flow	of	free	energy,	enabling	the	mechanism	to	perform	work.	Many	of	the	constraints	in	mechanisms	are	flexible,	capable	of	being	altered	through	work	performed	by	other	mechanisms.	These	other	mechanisms	exercise	control.	They	too	involve	flexible	constraints	that	are	capable	of	being	operated	on	by	yet	other	mechanisms.	In	human-built	machines,	such	a	hierarchy	of	control	mechanisms	typically	tops	out	when	human	agents	alter	constraints	to	exercise	control.	But	in	biological	organisms	control	processes	originate	within	organisms	and	enable	the	primary	mechanisms	they	control	to	operate	appropriately	to	maintain	the	organisms.	Since	these	control	mechanisms	are	interconnected,	it	is	helpful	to	represent	them	in	a	network,	not	a	strict	hierarchy.		
	A	fundamental	lesson	to	be	learned	from	cancer	research	is	that	there	is	a	complex	web	of	control	operative	on	biological	mechanisms.	The	philosophical	analysis	of	mechanisms	needs	to	be	extended	from	focusing	exclusively	on	how	primary	mechanisms	produce	the	phenomenon	for	which	they	are	responsible	to	how	they	are	controlled.	This	involves	identifying	flexible	constraints	and	then	looking	beyond	the	primary	mechanisms	to	the	other	mechanisms	that	operate	on	those	constraints.	This	presents	a	challenging	new	task	for	those	interested	in	mechanistic	explanations	in	biology:	characterizing	how	control	networks	are	organized	in	a	manner	that	primary	mechanisms	produce	their	phenomena	in	ways	appropriate	to	maintaining	an	organism.			
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